SEND Provision Award
St.Vincent’s School for Sensory Impairment
As a residential specialist school for visual impairment (VI) St. Vincent’s has been in existence for
nearly two hundred years supporting VI learners locally, nationally and more recently
internationally. The school is graded as OUTSTANDING by Ofsted for both its school and residential
provision whilst also receiving awards including the Freedom of the City of Liverpool (2016) High
Sheriffs Awards ( 2014, 2019 ) Liverpool John Moores Corporate Award ( 2017) , British Horticultural
Society ‘outstanding’ (2018) and more recently RNIB recognition awards ( 2019).
With high unemployment rates for the VI and lower than average friendship groupings leading to
isolation and potentially mental health, the school educational provision focuses on an individualised
curriculum aimed at building pupils strengths whilst weaving in vocational strategies. Our intent is:



To nurture, enrich and highlight individual strengths.



To engage with communities locally, nationally and internationally through projectbased learning and wherever possible with individual strengths.



To signpost strengths into flight paths and routes to employment and friendship
generation, engaging wherever possible leadership and trainer opportunities within
a reverse inclusion context.



To deliver individual outcomes

A project based ‘enriched’ curriculum delivered in school is the medium through which we
implement our school intent vision. We have opened this curriculum out to all VI pupils on a
merseyfootprint as a means to share our best practice teaching and learning and the outcomes
emerging from it. Furthermore, we have received the right to teach the mandatory qualification
needed to be a teacher of the visually impaired from the Department for Education in collaboration
with LJMU attracting students from across the UK into Liverpool.
The Impact of our best practice has seen pupils secure employment and move onto opportunities. It
has facilitated new and exciting collaborations with community partners including Merseyside
Police, Rotary, the Lions, The Pakistan Multicultural centre, Liverpool John Moores and Liverpool
Hope Universities, Scouts, O2 , Duke of Edinburgh Award, Salesforce and a myriad of Small Medium
Sized Enterprises in synergy with research and publication across VI teaching and learning and the
UN SDGS with specific reference to 17.3.4.5.8.10
A significant impact has been the development of the international SIGHTBOX project which sends
educational resources for the VI across the globe facilitating our pupils to be the trainers of the
trainers and the development of new trade opportunities internationally revolving around sightbox

content generation (@sightboxUK and @stvincentsL12). Our aim in the immediate is to secure
Department for International Development Funds to sponsor VI pupils from around the world to our
best practice teaching and learning and cement the City Region as the Global Leader within research
and development of VI teaching, learning and innovation. Our peer review publications have shared
the progress of our vision and the wider value to investing in our VI young learners
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